DOE Request for Information on Private Initiatives to Develop Consolidated Interim Storage Facilities
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) requests information regarding private initiatives (PI) for making consolidated interim storage facility (ISF) services available to DOE for spent nuclear fuel (SNF) storage, whether a pilot-scale or larger-scale facility. DOE believes that potential host/neighboring communities, potential ISF operators and existing nuclear waste facility operators, among others, may be interested in responding to this RFI.

My comment is that to use any private for profit corporation to facilitate and store nuclear waste is beyond the realm of idiocy. Any private corporation is always going to cut corners in order to maximize their profits so to even consider going private for this extremely dangerous waste material is unconscionable. Why it's even being considered is beyond my ability to comprehend. NO, NO and Hell NO.

Judith Zitko
Hot Springs Village, AR 71909